
Shmooganography 2014!
How we did it



Ferb_A_Lot
Who figured it out?



17 teams this year



Stage One: Scorpio!
Stargate barcode scanning
  Overt operation: scan 

a barcode to learn 
which character you 
are

  Scan a team RFID, 
then the full set of 
characters to reveal 
clue and glyph



  Four posters (minus one that 
mysteriously disappeared), each with 
different Gate positions and chevrons.

  Chevron intended to represent bytes 
of an IP address

  Disconnected chevron indicated a 
glyph; take the first letter

  With hints and corrections, should 
point to http://shmoo.com/ECHO.

Stage Two: Sagittarius
Posters with jacked up chevrons

Shmooganography is back for 
another entertaining iteration of 
hiding messages at the con, 
sponsored this year (again) by 
Praxis Engineering. For the 
n00bies, Shmooganography is an 
implementation of steganography, 
which is the art of hiding messages 
"in plain sight," such as using 
invisible ink that's revealed under a 
blacklight or embedding an image 
within an image. This game is 
organized to challenge everyone 
with various skill levels. Don't worry 
if you get stumped; Clues will be 
released throughout the con. 
Complete all five stages by 
unveiling the secret codes and 
clues that are <stego 
word=”hidden” />! Someone will 
take home the trophy (and money) 
and it could be you! – We will 
welcome the winning team on the 
other side of the Gate.

First, you must go to 
http://www.shmooganography.org 
and dial it up...
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Shmoocon isn’t the 
same without 
blacklights; 2 outfitted 
this year with mic, 
speaker, RaspberryPi 
and HomePlugs

  Tap several times on 
one end, hear a 
message on the other

  Inspect spectrogram for 
high freq glyph name

Stage Three: Monoceros
Blacklights, but now with HomePlug AV



  Used Vixen freeware and 
Xmas lightshow gear to craft 
a “vertical pool”

  Each of the 10 blue strands 
are a bit, but 2 are clock 
(alternating on/off); encodes 
name of glyph

  FM transmitter at 91.9MHz 
provides clue

Stage Four: Centaraus
Flashy lights in the event horizon



  Twitter feed showed a fellow traveler posting photos 
online

  Twitter strips EXIF, but the originals were also linked to 
on our server.

  Files named for the glyphs/constellations in Stages 
1-4

Stage Five: Endanus
Audio in EXIF on galaxy travel shots

  In Audio fields, hex data is 
for a short MP3 once 
reassembled in order of 
Stages



Very Special Thanks

for their generous sponsorship, 
covering our expenses, materials, 

shirts and prize!



Special Thanks
  MGM, for not suing our pants off 

StackOverflow, for the “quick, show me how” moments
  Audacity, for free audio manipulating awesomeness
  Silhouette Cameo, for vinyl cutting awesomeness
  Our Understanding Wives, for tolerating our 

procrastinating ways
  Bruce & Heidi, for tolerating our endless shenanigans



shmooganography@gmail.com

Presentation will be available on 
the contest website.


